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Chapter 2491: Sensationalize Sky Emperor City (12) 

Chi Xiao Jiu sneered, “It’s already at such a juncture, so what hopeful dreams are you having? Li Moying 

and the others are already seated in Levitation Sword Palace, so how is it possible that they have yet to 

discover the traitor in the Sect?” 

Ling Qing Yu didn’t agree with what he said as she creased her brows and pondered over this a little 

while more as she shook her head, “That’s hard to say! Li Moying is after all not Mu Chengying and he’s 

so young, how could he possibly be so astute and have such deep foresight? If he knew that we were 

plotting to seize the position of Sovereign, how could he possibly remain so settled. Not only did he not 

find any trouble with us, he even sent his wedding invite over to invite us to attend his wedding?” 

Chi Xiao Jiu also delved into deep thoughts upon hearing that. 

“What you say, is not without reason… but why did Elder Chen and the others suddenly disappear 

without any news?” 

Ling Qing Lyu said, “Isn’t this reason very simple? Since Li Moying is already back, they want to send the 

news out would definitely be a difficult task. The Elders whom we sent this round are all intelligent 

people so they naturally know that it’s better to conceal their strengths and bide their time, acting in 

low key fashion which is a much better choice.” 

Chi Xiao Jiu slowly nodded his head, “Since you put it in this way, it becomes much more explainable but 

not knowing why, I just have a bad premonition inside my heart…. perhaps it’s because Li Moying’s 

return is really too swift! Moreover this time round Lord Zhan actually hadn’t given us any warning 

signs! Honestly speaking, when we received the wedding invite, This Seat really had a huge shock!” 

Hearing that, Ling Qing Yu was also extremely puzzled, “Speaking of this, it’s really strange! Lord Zhan 

has not contacted us for several months now and this is the first time in so many years! Could he be 

tangled up by some other matters?: 

“Lord Zhan’s matters are something that we cannot afford to guess, but I somehow feel that Li Moying’s 

wedding definitely has a problem! He’s just twenty two this year right? And he’s actually getting 

married?? Which ninth stage realm practitioner gets married at such a young age??” 

Ling Qing Yu’s face was grave, as she didn’t make a sound. 

Chi Xiao Jiu took a look at her and slowed down his tone, “There’s another point, which I find it 

strange…..” 

“What else?” Ling Qing Yu asked curiously, “What else could there be?” 

“On the top of the wedding invite that Blue Profound Sect sent, the inscribed name is not Li Moying, but 

Mu Chengying himself! This wedding invite was sent out by Mu Chengying personally, inviting us to 

attend his beloved disciple’s wedding ceremony. But hadn’t Lord Zhan mentioned with confidence 

before this, that Mu Chengying had already died?” 

“What did you say??” Ling Qing Yu shook as she was so agitated that she stood up from her seat, “You 

mean to say… Mu Chengying is not dead??” 



Chi Xiao Jiu looked at her agitated look as a cold sneer or ridicule appeared on his face, “What’s the 

matter? Look at how excited you are! Mu Chengying isn’t dead then our trouble would be major, yet 

you’re this happy? Surely you don’t really think that Mu Chengying is still alive and you will have a 

chance right? Don’t you forget, his beloved woman was pushed personally by you into the fire…” 

Ling Qing Yu’s face instantly turned frosty, “That’s my own matter and it seems to have nothing to do 

with Palace Lord Chi right?” 

“It’s related to me….” Chi Xiao Jiu laughed coldly, “I only want to remind you that no matter if Mu 

Chengying is alive or dead, there’s no way that you can take the return path! If Lord Zhan were to know 

that you betrayed him… you should know what consequence you will have to bear! All of us, will also be 

dragged down by you!” 
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Ling Qing Yu’s expression on her face became a little twisted. 

She clenched her teeth and said, “No need to trouble Palace Lord Chi to worry over this, I know what I’m 

doing! You don’t need to worry about being dragged down by me!” 

  

Chi Xiao Jiu laughed coldly, “I hope so! But even if you wish to betray Lord Zhan, I’m afraid that you 

won’t have this chance! Since Lord Zhan already said that Mu Chengying has already died, then he had 

really died because whatever Lord Zhan tells us, it had never been wrong. Just that we don’t know what 

Blue Profound Sect is playing at, deliberately mystifying this whole thing?” 

Ling Qing Yu’s expression wasn’t too nice. 

That year when she colluded with Lord Zhan, to secretly cause Huang Yueli to die, she thought that her 

chance had come and she would be able to make use of the excuse of missing Huang Yueli to get close 

to Mu Chengying. 

The man had lost the love of his life and his feelings were at its most fragile state so if she were to 

display her gentle and considerate side at this moment, there was a huge chance that she would be able 

to take advantage of this situation. 

However, what Ling Qing Yu had not expected was that when Mu Chengying returned to Blue Profound 

Sect, he announced that he was going into closed door cultivation. 

This closed door went on for a total of sixteen years! 

Several months ago, Blue Profound Sect sent out the news that Mu Chengying had finally come out of 

his closed door seclusion and had resurfaced in Levitation Sword Palace again. 

Ling Qing Yu was silently feeling happy, feeling that she had waited for so many years and she finally had 

the chance now! 



Whoever knew that not too long later, Lord Zhan personally brought the news saying that Mu Chengying 

had already gone into Qi deviation sixteen years ago and had died. The news that Blue Profound Sect 

sent out was fake and it was merely used to befuddle the other powerhouses in Sky Emperor City. 

Ling Qing Yu knew clearly that Lord Zhan’s words had a ninety percent accuracy but to her, this blow 

was simply too huge to her. She was still holding on to wishful thoughts, feeling that this time round, 

perhaps Lord Xhan was wrong, and perhaps Mu Chengying was still alive? 

Chi Xiao Jiu looked coldly at Ling Qing Yu, knowing clearly what she was thinking about. 

But he wasn’t too worried that Ling Qing Yu would betray them. 

After all, Mu Chengying was definitely dead for sure! 

Even if he didn’t die, after witnessing those younger generation disciples’ miserable sight in the Blood 

Moon Great Array, Ling Qing Yu absolutely did not have the guts to go against Lord Zhan at all! 

“Enough, stop staying in a daze. What’s the main purpose of your trip to Mythical Flame Palace, what 

exactly did you want to ask?” Chi Xiao Jiu urged impatiently. 

Ling Qing Yu then came round and said, “My father wants me to come ask how Palace Lord Chi intends 

to handle the matter after receiving the wedding invite? We Six Sacred Lands definitely must advance or 

retreat together!” 

“How to handle it?” Chi Xiao Jiu’s lips curled up coldly, “How else can we handle this? Since they have 

already sent the wedding invite to our doors, as Sky Emperor City’s first rate influential powerhouse, if 

we don’t go to send our congratulations, that would definitely not do, right?” 

Ling Qing Yu was stunned, “You’re really intending to attend the wedding? What if… this is really Blue 

Profound Sect’s trap, then what should we do?” 

“Trap? Li Moying this brat who still hadn’t ween off his mother, what trap could there possibly be?” Chi 

Xiao Jiu spoke with disdain, “Since Mu Chengying isn’t around, by then it would be impossible for him to 

show himself at the wedding and the guests present would all find out that Mu Chengying most 

probably is in an unfavourable situation otherwise… why wouldn’t he appear at his beloved disciple’s big 

day? By then, probably Blue Profound Sect’s internal departments would not be convinced by Li Moying 

this young brat! He would have enough troubles on his own, and definitely would not be able to fend for 

himself, so where would he find the excess strength to plot against us?” 
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Ling Qing Yu thought over this and slowly nodded her head, “What you say is not wrong…..” 

“Moreover…..” Chi Xiao Jiu’s eyes flashed past an icy glint, “This is a heavenly chance graced upon us the 

Six Sacred Lands! How can we possibly let this pass?” 

From his cold and gloomy voice, Ling Qing Yu suddenly thought of something as he raised his head up, 

“You’re thinking…. of making a move during the wedding?” 

Chi Xiao Jiu swept her a glance, “You’re actually not too stupid! Blue Profound Sect has sent the wedding 

invite to the Six Sacred Lands, which gave us an opportunity to walk into Blue Profound Sect openly! In 



the past, we had not been able to enter the Blue Profound Sect freely but this time round, Li Moying is 

the one who invited us in himself! I really wonder if he has a brain or not, to dare to openly invite so 

many large powerhouses’ top exponents to attend his wedding!” 

“It’s not possible for Mu Chengying to appear and just based on Li Moying and Cang Po Jun and those 

measly few people, they are totally not our match at all. Moreover we still have Elder Chen and the 

other few elders who are lying in wait in Blue Profound Sect to work with us from the inside! By then, 

we will coordinate outside and inside offensives so even if Li Moying has the great talents, it’s just not 

possible for him to deal with all of us!” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s analysis had already reflected the glow of his absolute determination! 

From what he saw, his plan was flawless and absolutely did not have any possibility of failure at all! 

Mu Chengying was already dead whereas Li Moying was only twenty two years old, not even reaching 

ninth stage realm peak so what ability did he have to resist against the Six Sacred Lands? 

Ling Qing Yu heard what he said and her heart was filled with extreme astoundment! 

Although she had already worked under Lord Zhan for so many years and had tried many times to lay 

their hands on Blue Profound Sect, but in her heart, there had always been a bias where she felt that 

Blue Profound Sect had been standing upright for so many years, and it seemed that they were really 

unable to conquer them at all! 

It was until now, hearing Chi Xiao Jiu’s plan, when she just realised…. 

Following Mu Chengying’s disappearance, the Blue Profound Sect’s glory seemed as though it was really 

coming to an end… 

“Alright, we Celestial Heavens Gate will fully coordinate with Palace Lord Chi’s plans!” Suppressing the 

strange piercing pain in her heart, Ling Qing Luan nodded her head to make this promise. 

Chi Xiao Jiu couldn’t help but laugh out loudly, “That’s simply great! That’s incredibly great! From today 

onwards, our Mythical Flame Palace will be Soaring Heavens Continent’s Number One Sacred Lands! As 

for Blue Profound Sect…. by then, their so called ‘big day’, would probably become their doomsday!” 

After some time, his laughter came to a stop and he turned around to summon his guard, “Go invoke 

the Black Cloud Dove to send letters to Lord Chen and the others. This time round, we must absolutely 

catch Blue Profound Sect in one go!” 

… 

Black Cloud Dove was a kind of seventh tier magical beast and its size was petite where it’s entire body 

was pitch black and the flying speed was extremely swift. Moreover it flew without any sound and was 

extremely adept in concealing itself. 

In the pitch black night, even ninth stage realm peak top practitioners weren’t able to detect it’s 

whereabouts and had always been sought by various large powerhouses to transmit their most 

secretive news. 

Mythical Flame Palace had reared one such breed, and it was the king of all the Black Cloud Doves. 



Alas, even if for such a swift flying magical beast, the moment it entered Blue Profound Sect, it was 

captured instantly. 

Huang Yueli removed the little bamboo tube casually which was tied onto the Black Cloud Dove’s leg 

and without looking, she threw it towards Li Moying while she only cared about caressing this entirely 

black feathered beautiful magical beast, as she stared to appreciate it in detail. 

“Tsk tsk, so beautiful, this Black Cloud Dove is in the eighth tier! There’s only one in every few thousand 

birds! I wonder where Chi Xiao Jiu got this from.” 

Chapter 2494: The big day (1) 

“But, since it flew to our turf, then it belongs to me now!” Huang Yueli teased the Black Cloud Dove 

while smiling from ear to ear, as she attempted to tame it. 

Whereas on the other side, Li Moying had already taken a quick look at the secret mail and tossed it 

casually to Liu Buyan who was beside him. 

Liu Buyan took a look and couldn’t help but laugh, “This Chi Xiao Jiu really made such good plans! But 

thinking of coordinating outside and inside offensives to take down Blue Profound Sect? Why hadn’t he 

even taken a mirror to see his own reflection, to see how big his face is!” 

He looked at Li Moying’s indifferent expression as he was suddenly enlightened, “No wonder you made 

everyone in Levitation Sword Palace keep this secret, not allowing them to say a single word at all! So, 

you’re just waiting for this gang of imbeciles to walk right into the trap?” 

Li Moying didn’t think much as he smiled, “I’ve probably left Sky Emperor City for too long that’s why 

someone actually dares to set their designs on Blue Profound Sect. If I don’t teach them a lesson, some 

people might actually think that I’m a has-been!” 

His tone was stable and there was even a slight smile on his face. 

But in Liu Buyan’s ears, it made his back surfaced a chilly sensation. 

He mourned in silence for those who dared to challenge Li Moying, from the bottom of his heart. 

Probably only when those people had hit the iron board would they finally understand just what kind of 

ferocious beast had they exactly awoken! 

Liu Buyan thought over it for a second and continued, “Then…. should we give Chi Xiao Jiu a reply? So 

that they can set their hearts at ease to prepare for that day’s itinerary?” 

“Replying to the letter would be the best course of action, but….” Li Moying’s topic took a turn as he 

looked towards Huang Yueli’s direction, “But my Li’er seems to have taken a fancy on that dove, so since 

she likes it, let’s not send that dove away.” 

Liu Buyan turned his head around when he heard that. 

He found Huang Yueli to be staying by the window sill as she kept teasing the dove, and even attempting 

to make it sign a contract with her. 



Alas, the Black Cloud Dove was an eighth tiered magical beast and it’s ability was much more powerful 

than Huang Yueli. Moreover it’s character was innately proud and arrogant so it didn’t quite pay any 

attention to her. 

In a fit of pique, Huang Yueli summoned Little Wang Cai from the Sky Phoenix Ring. 

When Little Wang Cai appeared, Liu Buyan almost fainted, “This… this is the pet which Junior Sister is 

rearing? What kind of magical beast is it? A turkey??” 

Little Wang Cai had grown by quite a bit and really was a size of a turkey. Moreover it was still extremely 

fat and when it flapped its wings, it seemed like a meat ball which was floating in the air, looking like a 

juicy and tender piece of meat… 

Even though in the eyes of a human, this phoenix indeed had a little hindrance in terms of appearance, 

but in the eyes of the Black Cloud Dove, an ancient spiritual beast was so powerful and prestigious, 

which gave off an aura which it totally could not resist against hence it could only lie on the ground 

obediently, allowing Huang Yueli to draw the amulet on it. 

… 

One month’s time passed in a blink of an eye. 

During the day of the wedding, the sky was clear and there wasn’t any cloud within the radius of a 

thousand miles. 

The Number One Sacred Lands’ Young Sect Master’s Big Day, this kind of exultation matter, naturally 

attracted the entire Sky Emperor City’s practitioners. 

No one would miss this chance to fawn upon the Number One Sacred Lands. 

Since early morning, various large powerhouses’ practitioners and guests had all arrived at Blue 

Profound Sect, coming forward with their congratulatory messages. 

There were even quite a number of powerhouses from the Four Sky Regions, which had journeyed day 

and night rushing here immediately after they received news of this day. 

Actually, a large majority of them didn’t have the wedding invites in their hands, so they weren’t even 

able to enter Blue Profound Sect’s mountain entrance. 

But even if they were only able to deliver the congratulatory gifts which they had meticulously prepared 

at the mountain entrance, to many of them, it was already the greatest honour! 

Chapter 2495: The big day (2) 

Chi Xiao Jiu as the Palace Lord of Mythical Flame Palace, one of the Seven Sacred Lands, blew his own 

horn based on his own position so he naturally wouldn’t arrive this early like those small forces’ 

practitioners did. 

When he and Ling Qing Yu appeared, it was already evening time and the wedding ceremony was about 

to start. 



When Mythical Flame Palace’s flying ship appeared on top of Blue Profound Sect, it caused a sensation 

among the practitioners who were nearby. 

“Quickly look, that’s Mythical Flame Palace’s Violet Rainbow Express, and it’s rumoured to be a ninth 

tiered Profound Artifact which is comparable to the Snow Cloud Sky Ship!” 

“Indeed Mythical Flame Palace, only that year’s Grandmaster Huang’s Fomalhaut, to be able to own 

such a powerful flying ship, and as compared to Blue Profound Sect, it’s totally not on the losing end!” 

“Quickly look, Palace Lord Chi is out! He’s one of the top exponents with a ranking on the Sky Chart!” 

Chi Xiao Jiu just stepped out of the flying ship and immediately heard the neighbouring practitioners 

giving off rounds of praises and he instantly felt rather content in his heart. 

Twenty years ago, when Huang Yueli was still alive, every single time Mythical Flame Palace’s men 

appeared in public, everyone’s gazes would gather onto his Junior Sister. 

The halo on Huang Yueli was simply too dazzling so even if Chi Xiao Jiu was considered as one of the top 

rated talents in Sky Emperor City, but under the cover of Huang Yueli’s light, he seemed so 

unremarkable and he couldn’t even attract anyone’s attention at all. 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s natural disposition was ambitious and aggressive and on the surface, he seemed as though 

he cared and loved Huang Yueli, but in actual fact he was itching with hatred, hoping that Huang Yueli 

could vanish on the spot! 

Now that Huang Yueli was finally dead and he had finally become the Palace Lord of Mythical Flame 

Palace, he could finally enjoy these practitioners’ worship and respect…. 

However, just as Chi Xiao Jiu was silently being content, another sudden burst of discussion was heard. 

“Mythical Flame Palace is one of the Seven Sacred lands and it was once so powerful but now, didn’t the 

Palace Lord come personally to hurry over and deliver the gift over to Blue Profound Sect?” 

“Isn’t that so? I heard that ever since Palace Lord Huang passed away that year, there was no successor 

and other than Chi Xiao Jiu, there weren’t any top experts who could hold the reign! Their armament 

refining standard also took a devastating decline! The Violet Rainbow Express was also left behind by 

Grandmaster Huang back then, and the current Mythical Flame Palace just can’t construct anything out 

at all!” 

“Sigh, what a pity, what a pity…. In comparison, only Blue Profound Sect is forever standing strong! 

Indeed worthy of being the Number One Sacred Lands! In the past there was Sovereign Mu, such a 

Number One Top Expert and now Young Sect Master Li has such excellent innate talent, so for the next 

few hundreds of years, it will probably still be Blue Profound Sect’s time!” 

“And also today’s bride Master Bai, I heard that she’s already a seventh ranked Armament Master. 

Perhaps she might surpass that year’s Grandmaster Huang very soon, to snatch the title of the Number 

One Armament Master!” 

When Chi Xiao Jiu heard that, his brows were twitching and his hand was already in place on the handle 

of the long sword hanging on his waist! 



He was so infuriated that he simply wanted to kill someone! 

What was so outstanding about that brat Li Moying, everyone actually felt that this brat was much more 

incredible than him?? 

Ling Qing Yu who was standing beside him had already sensed his uncontrollable rage, as she couldn’t 

help but frown. 

“Palace Lord Chi, don’t you forget that we’re here today because we have proper things to handle! Now 

we haven’t even entered Blue Profound Sect’s mountain entrance, are you already thinking of creating a 

ruckus?” 

Chi Xiao Jiu seemed as though he had awoken from his dream as he gave a cold harrumph and his right 

hand retracted from the sword handle! 

“Nothing, the time’s not early already, let’s hurry on and head in!” 

He would just allow these blind scumbags to live a little longer. After Mythical Flame Palace had 

replaced Blue Profound Sect to become the Number One Sacred Lands, he would absolutely show these 

fellows some colours! 
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Chi Xiao Jiu took large strides and quickly walked on. 

Seeing Mythical Flame Palace’s Palace Lord personally arriving, the disciples who were on duty at the 

mountain entrance appeared to be extremely polite. 

  

“So it’s Mythical Flame Palace’s Palace Lord Chi! Quick, welcome in…” 

Cang Po Jun personally came out to lead Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu himself, but Chi Xiao Jiu’s 

complexion was still rather ghastly. 

“Today is a big day for Blue Profound Sect to celebrate and there are so many respectable and valuable 

guests, why haven’t we seen Sovereign Mu out here? I’ve not met him for many years and I do miss 

him!” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s eyes were sparkling, as he asked in an eccentric manner. 

These words of his, sounded as though he missed his old friend but everyone around him could tell that 

he felt that Mu Chengying had not come out personally to receive him, and that was a sign of 

downplaying the face of Mythical Flame Palace’s Palace Lord! 

Momentarily, the surrounding practitioners all pricked their ears, paying close attention to the situation 

here. 

Although Mu Chengying was the Continent’s Number One Top Expert, but he had not appeared for 

sixteen to seventeen years. These few years, Mythical Flame Palace’s Xhi Xiao Jiu had been glamourous 



and whenever the other few Sacred Lands were rustling, it was practically always him who took the lead, 

and his limelight had almost covered over Mu Chengying! 

Now, he even dared to express his dissatisfaction while attending Blue Profound Sect’s wedding 

banquet… 

Everyone wondered how Blue Profound Sect was going to handle this? 

Everyone kept their watchful eyes on Cang Po Jun, waiting for his response. 

However, Cang Po Jun wasn’t like what the others had imagined, to fly into a rage on the spot. On the 

contrary, his attitude remained neither servile nor overbearing as he replied in an extremely courteous 

manner, “Palace Lord Chi is really thoughtful! But our Sovereign had been rather busy with today’s 

wedding banquet so he really isn’t able to split himself up to come here to receive guests personally. So 

if we have neglected our distinguished guests, please forgive us if we have not been able to look after all 

of you properly.” 

“Oh… so this is the reason!” 

Everyone was then enlightened. 

But after a moment later, everyone all started to feel slightly puzzled. 

This explanation sounded rather logical and reasonable, but it was totally not Blue Profound Sect’s style! 

Usually, even when Mu Chengying had not come out of his closed door seclusion, Blue Profound Sect 

had always been extremely overbearing and when they met with Chi Xiao Jiu’s kind of provocation, they 

would absolutely not let it go easily! 

But today, at Young Sect Master’s big day, Cang Po Jun not only didn’t do anything to Chi Xiao Jiu, 

moreover his words even seemed to carry a hint of weakness….. 

Ordinary practitioners all felt puzzled, even more so for Chi Xiao Jiu who could tell just from hearing his 

tone. 

His thoughts took a turn and his lips surfaced a cold smile uncontrollably. It seemed that Mu Chengying 

had really met with a mishap, what Lord Zhan said was totally right! Only this reason would make Blue 

Profound Sect’s Guardian to lower his tone in such a manner….. 

“Forget it, since Sovereign Mu isn’t willing to meet an old friend like us, then we won’t force upon this as 

well. Anyway during the wedding ceremony, we will still meet eventually! Will Guardian Jun please lead 

us in! Oh right, this is Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate’s gift list, will Guardian Jun 

please have a look.” 

Chi Xiao Jiu signalled with his right hand and two disciples behind him took a step forward, presenting 

the bright red list to Cang Po Jun. 

When Cang Po Jun lowered his head to take a look, his brows instantly twitched. 

“This gift list…..” 



Chi Xiao Jiu gave a humphing laugh, “Just to let Guardian Jun know, there has been too many young 

practitioners who were admitted into our Mythical Flame Palace in the recent years and the resources 

are depleted just too fast within the Sect, so our income doesn’t cover the expenditures. Hence we 

simply couldn’t come out with any presentable gifts at all.” 

Chapter 2497: The big day (4) 

“This Seat felt a little embarrassed but later on, I thought this over. Blue Profound Sect is wealthy and 

imposing so you shouldn’t be lacking in just these few pieces of high tiered Profound Artifacts so This 

Seat might as not make a fool of myself, haha! These few items, just casually have a little fun with it, just 

a little token to show my respects!” 

As Chi Xiao Jiu was talking, he started laughing as he was quite pleased with himself, with an expression 

as though he had nothing to fear, totally not worrying that Blue Profound Sect might be displeased! 

In his heart he was thinking that after tonight, Sky Emperor City would no longer exist under the name 

of Blue Profound Sect. 

Since that was so, what did he have to worry and fear about? Naturally he wouldn’t even leave a single 

bit of face for them! 

Cang Po Jun’s expression grew extremely unsightly. If it wasn’t for the fact that before he came, Huang 

Yueli had specially instructed him thoroughly, he might had already lost control of himself, to throw 

back this gift list onto Chi Xiao Jiu’s immensely pleased face, directly beating him up so badly that he was 

unable to take care of himself! 

This look of the vile character being conceited and arrogant really made one disgusted from the deepest 

abyss of his heart! 

Wasn’t it just because he betrayed his own Sect’s younger talents to exchange for excellent grade 

medicinal pills from Lord Zhan, hence this trash was then able to breakthrough to ninth stage realm 

peak? If not for the fact that he had indulged in such a shameless deal, just based on Chi Xiao Jiu’s innate 

talent, he would never be able to ascend the Sky Chart for his entire life! 

This kind of person, actually dared to hoot in Blue Profound Sect’s turf? 

Even for Cang Po Jun who had always had a stable personality was also angered by him this time round, 

as he entered a state of turmoil between man and heaven. 

However, Chi Xiao Jiu seemed as though he had not detected the abnormality in Cang Po Jun’s 

emotions, or perhaps to say, he had already noticed it but he totally didn’t treat it as something to be 

concerned about. 

“Guardian Jun, you’re already accepted the gift list, still not going to speed up and lead the way for This 

Seat and Eldest Young Miss Ling? The time’s no longer early, let’s not delay the auspicious hour!” 

Cang Po Jun finally couldn’t continue listening to him as he just directly casted the gift list aside. 

The gift list flew towards the crowd like two pairs of butterflies as it floated breezily and quickly 

disappeared. 



Chi Xiao Jiu didn’t expect him to do such a thing as he instantly blew up, “Guardian Jun, what do you 

mean by this??” 

Cang Po Jun replied coldly, “What Palace Lord Chi said is right, Mythical Flame Palace had tried its 

utmost best to come out with these few pieces of ‘treasures’ and it’s indeed something that even our 

ordinary direct disciples in Blue Profound Sect don’t take fancy upon! Since that is so, there’s no use for 

us to keep it so why not just invite a good omen and let’s gift this upon the practitioners who had come 

forward to send their congratulatory messages today! Whoever manages to grab the gift list will be able 

to claim the items on top! 

Hearing that, those practitioners who had crowded around by the side without a word, while enjoying 

the good show, instantly broke out in a round of enthusiastic applause! 

“Heavens, there’s such a good thing like this happening!” 

“Indeed the Number One Sacred Lands, indeed rich and imposing!” 

“Why didn’t I think of receiving that gift list earlier, where’s the gift list gone to now??” 

“It’s here, it’s here!! The gift list is mine!!” 

“Scram, don’t snatch, I saw it first!!” 

“It’s obviously mine!!” 

Momentarily, the entire scene turned into a state of chaos and many practitioners all started to pounce 

towards those two pieces of thin red papers as they fought and snatched, entering a state of looting and 

some of them even started exchanging blows. 

Lastly, some of the strong few practitioners managed to grab the gift list but in the midst of the looting, 

the gift list had already been torn and every one of them only managed to grab a portion of it. 

When their good friends saw that, they all crowded around to offer their congratulations as they 

stretched out their necks, hoping to see what treasures they had managed to grab. 

Chapter 2498: The big day (5) 
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However, when the few of them lowered their heads to take a look at the gift list, their countenances all 

changed at the same time. 

“Damn, what bad luck! What is this plaything??” Someone who managed to grab the gift list instantly 

threw it out on the spot again! 

  

Although the remaining few people couldn’t bear to throw it aside, their faces all reflected anger. 

“I thought Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate would come out with some treasure but 

it’s merely some fifth tiered and sixth tiered medicinal pills and Profound Armaments, how could they 

even come out with such things??” 



“One of the Seven Sacred Lands, yet they’re so poor to such a ghastly state? Who are they trying to 

bluff?” 

“Stingy! Simply too stingy! Does Mythical Flame Palace want their face or not, to come personally for 

the wedding but just bringing these few meagre gifts? No wonder Guardian Jun is so angry!” 

“Guardian Jun really has a good temper, only throwing the gift list away! He probably doesn’t want to 

blow things up at the wedding, otherwise it will be too much of a bad luck to spill blood!” 

The surrounding practitioners all stretched their necks out, wanting to see the contents of the gift list. 

But even if they weren’t able to see it from such a far distance, they were still able to hear from their 

companions the truth about them. 

Momentarily, everyone had a look of interest on their faces and the gazes they casted upon Chi Xiao Jiu 

and Ling Qing Yu were completely filled with disdain! 

Especially those few people who worked so hard to snatch the gift list, rage was filling their hearts! 

There were quite a number of eight stage realm practitioners with ability and potential to suppress the 

others and based on their own abilities, they all wouldn’t take any fancy towards these play stuff on Chi 

Xiao Jiu’s gift list! 

But in order to fight for the gift list, quite a number of them had suffered a not-too-light injury in the 

process of snatching it! 

In the end, what they received were merely these few playthings! 

This made them feel deeply that they were being taken for a fool! 

Whereas they wouldn’t feel that they were being taken for a round by Blue Profound Sect because after 

all, Cang Po Jun was so generous to have given out the congratulatory gifts given by other Sacred Lands! 

The Number One Sacred Land was indeed rich and imposing! 

In comparison, Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Light Gate were simply too stingy which made the 

others unable to continue watching! 

These few broken play stuff, were they really trying to drive away a beggar?? 

Of course, the ordinary practitioners naturally didn’t have the guts to challenge the two Sacred Lands’ 

owners, but their anger were flourishing in their hearts, so that didn’t stop them from making cynical 

remarks to disparage Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate! 

Moreover, Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu had caused public fury this round, so whether if it was those 

who had managed to snatch or not, they all were extremely disdainful towards such stingy acts. 

Just because they had more people and they were at the mountain entrance of Blue Profound Sect, the 

masses of practitioners weren’t afraid of them exacting revenge as their sneers were absolutely 

unrestrained! 



Chi Xiao Jiu’s face turned steely green as the more he heard, the more furious he got and he couldn’t 

help but give an angry shout, “Enough! Whoever dares to say one more word, This Seat will absolutely 

chop him into a thousand pieces!” 

He was after all a ninth stage realm peak Sky Chart top expert and when his might was unleashed, most 

of the practitioners were scared stiff. 

The clamouring discussions all came to a halt for a moment. 

But just at this moment, Cang Po Jun who had been watching silently by the side opened his mouth 

slowly as he said, “Palace Lord Chi, what are you doing? Why are you so fired up?” 

Chi Xiao Jiu turned his head and took an angry look at him, “Guardian Jun, you’re simply bullying 

intolerably! We the two Sacred Lands have come forward to send our congratulatory gift so forget it if 

you don’t take fancy to it, yet you actually just threw it casually to the other practitioners? This is simply 

a insult to Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate!” 

A cold glint flashed past Cang Po Jun’s eyes, “Insult? Palace Lord Chi putting it in such a manner is simply 

too much! Earlier you said it personally that these gifts aren’t worth anything and you were the one who 

asked us to casually play around with it….” 

Chapter 2499: The big day (6) 

“You….” Chi Xiao Jiu was choked as he momentarily couldn’t say a single word, stifling until his face 

turned entirely red. 

Ling Qing Yu on the other hand maintained her rationality as she hastily stood out and said, “Guardian 

Jun, even if the gifts we have given are much lesser, but surely you don’t need to humiliate us like this 

right? No matter what, I and Palace Lord Chi are old acquaintances with your Sovereign Mu back then!” 

“Old acquaintances?” Cang Po Jun’s lips curled slightly, “That’s right too, back then when Grandmaster 

Huang was still alive, the both of you then got to become acquainted with our Sovereign through her…” 

On hearing Huang Yueli’s name, Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu both shivered! 

Huang Yueli’s death had always been the most guilty thing that they had done. 

But it wasn’t because they were feeling guilty and regretful after finding their consciousness, but 

because they were afraid that the minute this matter was exposed, they would be pointed out by a lot 

of people, and perhaps even face Mu Chengying’s reckless insane revenge! 

They were anxious to deal Blue Profound Sect a fatal blow, and that was one of the major reasons as 

well. 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s imposing manner instantly weakened, “Isn’t that so? This Seat almost became Sovereign 

Mu’s brother-in-law! I treat myself as Blue Profound Sect’s own people, so I’m a little more casual in my 

gift selection. Forget it if you don’t accept it, why act in such a manner?” 

When Cang Po Jun heard his censure, he nodded his head and his attitude turned much better instantly. 



“Palace Lord Chi, what you said is indeed reasonable. Earlier I was too rash and had added troubles for 

both, so I’m really apologetic about this…” 

Chi Xiao Jiu’s expression then became slightly better. 

But before he could even heave a sigh of relief, he heard Cang Po Jun continuing, “Since Palace Lord Chi 

and Eldest Young Miss Ling are not agreeable, then we need not give away these things on the gift list…” 

“What?? You’ve already agreed to it, why the sudden change??” 

“That’s why, how can you not keep your word? Trying to take us for a rife?” 

The practitioners immediately exploded into a burst of clamour! 

Even if the items which were given out were worthless, but since there were advantages to be taken, 

who would be willing to give it up? 

Now everyone had finally managed to snatch the gift list and before they had even received the physical 

items, they were not suddenly saying that it wouldn’t be gifted! Wasn’t this simply bullying them! 

On seeing those practitioners about to start a bustle, Cang Po Jun cleared his throat as he raised his 

voice, “Everyone, please be assured. The items on the gift list are a part of Mythical Flame Palace and 

Celestial Heavens Gate’s kindly feelings so we cannot casually give it to anyone else. But Blue Profound 

Sect will definitely make compensation to those who had managed to grab the gift list, and everything 

that is on the list, we will exchange using seventh tiered medicinal pills and Profound Armaments!” 

On saying that, those upset practitioners were all dazed. 

Immediately following that, there was a burst of cheers and applause! 

Seventh tiered medicinal pills and Profound Armaments! As compared to fifth tiered and sixth tiered, 

the value had grown by a hundred times or more! 

Instantly all the practitioner’s tones changed, all singing Blue Profound Sect’s praises. 

“Guardian Jun is indeed generous, indeed the Number One Sacred Lands!” 

“This is called the true blue huge powerhouse, not only did they give the Mythical Flame Palace face, 

they also safeguard ordinary practitioners like us!” 

“Isn’t that so? Look at those people from Mythical Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate, how do 

they even have the cheek! Bringing out such a gift list like this, and even saying that other people are 

humiliating them, simply big time shameless!” 

When Chi Xiao Jiu heard that, he was so enraged that he almost spat out blood right there! 

He stared at Cang Po Jun and his eyes almost spewed fire! 

Cang Po Jun’s move was simply too treacherous! 

Using a few seventh tiered medicinal pills to bribe so many practitioners! 



After those practitioners present left, they would definitely spread the news on how good Blue 

Profound Sect was, then pushing the blame of tricking those people onto Mythical Flame Palace instead! 

Chapter 2500: The big day (7) 

Translator: Misty Cloud Translations  Editor: Misty Cloud Translations 

Actually, this matter from the start to the end, it was not related to Mythical Flame Palace at all! 

The one who first said to send the items on the gift list was Cang Po Jun, and the one who later said not 

to gift was also him! 

His move simply was to play with Chi Xiao Jiu along his palms, not only did he expose the contents of the 

gift list, he even pulled Chi Xiao Jiu along to be hated by all the practitioners! 

Although he had already severely cursed Cang Po Jun multiple times in his heart, but it wasn’t possible 

for him to tear his face apart with Blue Profound Sect at this point of time! 

He was still waiting to create havoc at Li Moying’s wedding! 

Under Ling Qing Yu’s repeated winks with her eyes, Chi Xiao Jiu finally managed to suppress his fury as 

he gave a cold humph, “Guardian Jun, you’ve already received the gift list so why aren’t you bringing us 

in? Is this the way Blue Profound Sect treats your guests?” 

Cang Po Jun went into a short daze as he revealed a surprised expression, “So, both of you are really 

here to attend the wedding? I thought… cough cough, men, quickly invite our guests from Mythical 

Flame Palace and Celestial Heavens Gate inside, and serve them well, do not neglect our distinguished 

guests!” 

Although his attitude later on was considered respectful, but his shocked expression earlier was simply 

too exaggerated. 

It made Chi Xiao Jiu angry once again until he couldn’t help but keep gnashing his teeth! 

Because when they were about to step through the mountain door, he heard many of the practitioners 

behind still discussing this, saying that they were really thick skinned and shameless, giving just this little 

bit of congratulatory gift but actually bringing so many people in to enjoy the banquet? 

Looking at Chi Xiao Jiu and Ling Qing Yu’s departing figures, Cang Po Jun couldn’t help but silently 

snigger, as he stretched out his hand to summon a direct disciple. 

“Go inform Sovereign and Marquis Bai, just tell them that… those few fools, have indeed been hooked!” 

… 

Blue Profound Sect’s interior was decorated with lanterns and lights as it was bustled. 

Red lanterns and heavy curtains were hung in the entire Sect and everywhere was filled with joyous 

spirit. 



Young Sect Master getting married was considered as Blue Profound Sect’s number one major event and 

although most of the ordinary disciples weren’t able to personally view Li Moying and Huang Yueli’s 

wedding ceremony, but they still felt extremely excited and agitated! 

Li Moying and Huang Yueli’s abilities had long been acknowledged in the entire Sect and everyone was 

hoping that after Young Sect Master got married, he would be able to bring Blue Profound Sect to 

greater heights towards a magnificent future. 

In order to fit into Soaring Heavens Continent’s regulations, one month ago, Bai Liufeng had already 

brought Huang Yueli to move into the small courtyard behind the rear mountain. 

In this way, it would be more convenient for Li Moying to escort the bride to the wedding ceremony on 

the auspicious day and on the other way, it would also secretly satisfy Bai Liu Feng’s exclusive chance to 

monopolise his beloved daughter. 

During this period of time, Huang Yueli indeed spent much less time sticking to Li Moying. Instead she 

spent a majority of her time at the rear mountain to accompany her father, which made Bai Liufeng 

extremely satisfied. 

Alas, these sort of good days only lasted for one month! 

The big day arrived quickly and Bai Liufeng had no choice but to personally marry his obedient daughter 

off! 

In the rear mountain’s small courtyard, Li Moying brought Liu Buyan, Luo Jiyun and many others into 

groups as the party to escort the bride to the groom’s place, and they had already been waiting for 

several hours already. 

They all rushed out excitedly in the morning but they had met with Bai Liufeng’s various kinds of 

obstacles and on seeing that it was already evening time, there wasn’t any sight of Huang Yueli at all! 

“Tsk tsk, I’ve not imagined that Marquis Bai actually hates you so much! What time is it now and the 

ceremony is almost about to start but he still refused to loosen his lip…. Could Marquis Bai be regretting 

it now? He doesn’t wish to marry his daughter to you already?” Liu Buyan had a gloating over 

misfortune expression on his face. 


